Hello to all SCATER members and supporters.
Well what a great day the Red Road CTR turned out to be! Out of 44 nominations 40 riders rode
out in brilliant sunshine (although still very wet conditions underfoot), ready to face whatever
challenges had been set before them. The obstacles were a mixture of technical challenging tasks
for both riders and horses and a few that were just thrown in for good fun and meant to challenge
the trust between horse and rider. Hope you enjoyed them and most of all hope that it has inspired
you to go away and practice these challenges during your rides or training sessions.
Thank you once again to all of the volunteers who helped to make this day such a success and
congratulations to all of the competitors. It was great to see everyone arrive back to base safely
with no mishaps – the only exception being “yours truly”, who whilst in the process of legging it
through the forest in gum boots to replace a few signs that had been pilfered slipped and lay
sprawled across the track face down in the mud. I had a momentary moment of panic thinking that
a horse and rider might come along and mistake me for a living judge point, but managed to
scramble up and regain some semblance of dignity before that happened. I am happy to say that the
only damage sustained was to my pride!
Now for the Individual, Team and Training scores:
Junior:
1st
2nd 3rd
-

Brianna Penny
Maryanne Eder
Jameira Knight

Score 403
Score 356
Score 325

Open 1st
-

Serena Bron

Score 439

Novice1st
2nd
3rd
-

Kym Hoolihan
Barbara Clack
Jo Majewski

Score 458
Score 433
Score 410

Subsequent scores: 392, 389. 386. 340, 446 (VO)
Teams:
1st
2nd
rd
3
-

Michele Blanch & Norman Cooper –
Vivien Sheppard & Colin McLellan Nadine Hogg & Sarah Jackson
-

Score 448.5
Score 426.5
Score 417.00

Subsequent scores: 392.5, 390, 375.5, 342.5, 290, 412.50 (VO)
Training Riders:

414, 413, 408, 401, 390, 383, 381, 372, 131 (withdrawn)

Well done everyone. SCATER hopes to see you all again at the Imbil CTR on the
weekend of 15/16 July.
Sandy Binnerts / Red Road CTR Ride Coordinator

